National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI) based on citation by journals listed by Web of Science from Thomson Reuters.
At age 10, GPB still has a lot of room to become even better and competitive in a faster pace. First, GPB's Open-Access officially began in 2013. To celebrate this, we organized a special issue in which all submissions are from our board members, and an open invitation for editing special topics is valid through all this year. In the 3rd issue of the year, we will have another special issue on Gene Regulatory Network organized by Roger Patient and Matt Loose (http://www.journals.elsevier.com/genomics-proteomics-and-bioinformatics/call-for-papers/special-issue-on-gene-regulatory-network/). The third special issues on Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells (iPSCs) will be organized by Qi Zhou (http://www.journals.elsevier.com/ genomics-proteomics-and-bioinformatics/call-for-papers/ special-issue-on-induced-pluripotent-stem-cells/). Second, we are organizing the 3rd International Conference of Genomics in Qingdao, China, this fall. An editorial board meeting of GPB will be held at the same time. This conference will cover the topics related to genome sequencing and analysis, as well as genome technology and applications. GPB will host a special collection of this conference. Looking forward to meeting you in Qingdao and seeing your articles published by GPB! As a final note, we would like to express our appreciation for the great support of our board members and to expect more in 2013. We would like to thank our reviewers for their time and effort by publishing a list of reviewers who provided manuscript review for GPB in 2012. Of course, the last but not the least, we would like thank all our authors for choosing GPB to publish their works. We are sure that GPB will grow better with supports from all of you. Again, let's Go Publishing Better!
